The Worldwide Flood – Young Earth Perspective

By Robert Moak, President of CRSEF

Do you believe there was a Flood that covered the entire earth? If you answered no, then you are included with a huge number of people on this earth today. Even if you are a believer and have chosen to follow Jesus Christ, you are still surrounded by more people who have read the Bible yet they do not believe the Bible is correct about this deluge, that covered the entire earth!

If you believe in a worldwide Flood, then most of the geological formations make sense, but if you do not believe it then most of the geological formations do not make sense. It has been estimated that the amount of coal and oil found on this earth could not have been accumulated by natural processes over millions of years. The reason why is that these deposits are made up of once living material such as animals and trees, and if this material was laid down slowly, as old earthers propose, coal and oil would not have formed, because bacteria would have consumed or broken down the material, and the material would have decade and thus no large accumulations would have been possible. To accumulate these large deposits could only occur if huge amounts of trees and animals would have been buried rapidly and covered by sediments almost immediately. This burial would have caused the slow deterioration of this cellular material and thus resulted in the formation of coal or oil. To accomplish this, it also requires huge amounts of this material. It has been estimated that on the earth today there is only about 3% of the required forest material to develop the amount of coal and oil that was formed.

It has been proposed that before this worldwide Flood there was extremely more vegetation growing on this earth than there is today. Apparently about 103% more than there is today. During this Flood there was large amounts of volcanic action occurring to help bury all the vegetation and animals that were drowned during the yearlong Flood! Not only was water covering the entire earth, but the earth was also being split by some force which created the fault lines found all around this post Flood world.

(Continued on page 8)
Of all the great works of art known in human history, Michelangelo’s “Creation of Adam” is considered by critics among the best paintings, and arguably, the most replicated, of all time.

Few art installations have been around as long as this, and given as much inspiration to so many which is why it continues to attract respect and appreciation from art academics and the public in equal measure.

Commissioned by Pope Julian II to paint the ceiling of the Sistine Chapel in Rome, originally to capture the images of the twelve apostles, Michelangelo (1475–1564) used his persuasive powers and skills to convince the Pope that a more comprehensive biblical setting would enhance the whole of the Chapel. His inspiration for this painting was Genesis 2:7, “And the LORD God formed man of the dust of the ground, and breathed into his nostrils the breath of life; and man became a living soul.”

Michelangelo envisioned four panels within the Chapel to depict episodes from the Bible—the creation, the fall of man, the promise of salvation through the prophets, and the genealogy of Christ. At the center of this massive creation are nine episodes from Genesis, divided into three groups: God’s creation of the earth, God’s creation of humankind, and the fall.

Michelangelo worked on the ceiling of the Chapel from 1508 to 1512. During that time the 5’4” artist did his work on scaffolding some 65 feet above the floor. Perspiring in the summer and shuddering from cold in the winter, Michelangelo worked as long as 17 hours a day, depending upon his strength and available light. With his face sometimes only inches away from the ceiling, paint from his tiny brushes would often drop into his eyes.

**Michelangelo’s Adam**

Dominating this work of art on the ceiling is a figure of God and a figure of Adam. Starting with Adam, and working from left to right, Michelangelo depicted the scene of God giving life to Adam in a scene unlike any that had been painted before. Adam’s figure is painted in a somewhat relaxed fashion with his body curved as he stretches out to God. God’s form, in turn, is stretched out to reach Adam. Both God’s and Adam’s fingers are not in contact, which implies the gap that exists between them, and they are not on the same level, as would be with two people shaking hands. The man’s image appears to be a mirror reflection of God, which symbolizes God creating man in His own image and likeness.

(Continued on page 11)
I am Chaplain Bill Oehler. I have a BA Degree in Christian Ministry from the Cincinnati Bible College, class of 1986. I retired from 28 years in the U.S. Naval Reserve in 1993, and retired after 32 years in the U.S. Postal Service, in 1999.

I was often asked why I believed the Bible really was God's Word. Once I was ringing in at the time clock after lunch, my pocket Serviceman's Bible in my hand, and an atheist asked me, “Who wrote that?” About ten people at the time clock overheard him. I said, “God did.” He said, “Who?” I took a routing label, handed him a pen, and said, “Write God on that.” He did. I took my pen back and said, “Now turn it over and write it again. He said, “Give me the pen.” I said, “No. Do it without the pen.” He said, “I need a pen.” I said, “So did God. He used men to pen His Word, but He told them what to write.” Ten people applauded my answer. I said, “Proof is in the fulfilled Bible prophecies these men made.” The workers asked for examples. I gave them several over many days.

The prophecy of Jericho:
Here is the first example I gave them. They knew the account of Joshua at the Battle of Jericho; even the atheist. What they did not know was that Joshua made a prophecy at that time. He stood upon the smoking rubble and said in Josh. 6:26, At that time Joshua pronounced this solemn oath: “Cursed before the Lord is the man who undertakes to rebuild this city Jericho: At the cost of his firstborn son will he lay its foundations; at the cost of his youngest son, will he set up its gates.” I found out through my military studies that this happened.

God put it in His history, also:
In I Kings 16:34, written 500 years after Joshua, I read, “In Ahab's time, Heil of Bethel, rebuilt Jericho. He laid its foundations at the cost of his firstborn son, Abiram, and he set up its gates at the cost of his youngest son, Segub, in accordance with the word of the Lord spoken by Joshua, son of Nun.” (NIV)

No mortal man could have known this. Joshua spoke as the Holy Spirit guided him. God uses men. Like I told the Postal workers, “There's more to follow!”

Look for more fulfilled Bible Prophecies in the next edition of the World By Design newsletters.
B12 the Superstar Vitamin

By Eric J. Norman, Ph.D.

"all things were created through Him (Jesus) and for Him" Colossians 1:16b RSV

In the 1971, there was a Broadway musical play named 'Jesus Christ Superstar.' Some objected to the title but Billy Graham said "it's good they are talking about Jesus Christ."

How can we compare this topic to vitamin B12 and the Lord Jesus Christ? Well, vitamin B12 is considered the superstar vitamin. We need only a small amount daily, which could fit on the head of a pin, but lack can harm the hematological, cerebral and neurological systems.

People without needed B12 can develop anemia and also cerebral manifestations like paranoia, irritability and Alzheimer Disease. Neurological symptoms include numbness and tingling in the extremities and spinal cord degeneration which can result in confinement to a wheel chair. These are just a few of the various symptoms. If identified in time and treated with B12, these changes will reverse.

Vitamin B12 is found in animal sources so strict vegetarians need to take a B12 supplement. B12 is the 'extrinsic factor' but to absorb B12, unlike other vitamins, we need a special stomach protein called 'intrinsic factor'. This protein binds to the B12 so it can be assimilated into the body. Without 'intrinsic factor' we do not absorb normal amount of B12 in our diet. So we need both intrinsic factor and B12.

Similarly, in our spiritual life, we can hear about Jesus, read about the wonderful things he did while on earth and how he gave his sinless life on the cross to pay for our sins but we must make a decision to receive Jesus. Abraham set the example "he believed God and it was counted to him as righteousness". Similarly, we can learn that Jesus died for our sins but to become a child of God we have to exercise faith and turn our life over to Christ. "By grace you are saved thorough faith." "Now is the day of salvation" We need to both hear and believe.
Here we go again! We appreciate that you have decided to look through and hopefully read this edition of the newest World By Design Newsletter. We will strive to keep you informed of current events involving CRSEF and the latest information about Young Earth Creation.

In today’s questioning culture the need for Biblical answers has never been more important. Apologetics built around Creation and the Book of Genesis will provide you with the foundational information needed to answer the questions of skeptics and atheists alike. What a person thinks about GOD is, and always will be the most important question they will ever answer, and as a follower of Christ we are commanded to have answers for those questions.

Peter instructs us to not only have the answers for our faith but also to be able to convey those answers with gentleness and humility to anyone who would ask us. \"15 but in your hearts regard Christ the Lord as holy, ready at any time to give a defense to anyone who asks you for a reason for the hope that is in you. 16 Yet do this with gentleness and respect, keeping a clear conscience, so that when you are accused, those who disparage your good conduct in Christ will be put to shame. (1 Peter 3:15 & 16, CSB).\" This starts of course, by being set-apart so that our actions show us to be different than the world around us.

The articles in the World By Design Newsletter will be supplied by CRSEF board members as well as information that we will pass on from other leading Creation Ministries.

We welcome your questions and concerns and ask that you send us information and articles that you would want us to share in upcoming issues of the World By Design Newsletter. Thank you for your interest and involvement in CRSEF and we look forward to hearing from you, we may be contacted at editor_wbdnewsletter@twc.com or rlmoak@fuse.net.

God Bless
Terry Ivers
CRSEF Monthly Program for March
Thursday, March 19th 2020

Thursday, 3/19/2020 - From 7-7:45 PM followed by a 15 minute, Q&A time

The Heavens Declare is a 12-part documentary showcasing compelling evidence for a universe created by God just a few thousand years ago. Experts in astronomy, astrophysics, and cosmology build their case for a biblical worldview.

Episode 2 is titled “Challenges to the Big Bang”
Main points include:
• How do the laws of physics contradict the Big Bang?
• Challenges in antimatter and the "horizon" problem
• How the Big Bang does not adequately explain galaxy formation
• Why the biblical model works better with the evidence

Presenter: Bob Moak of CRSEF will field questions after the video
Location: North Central Public Library
Directions: Get Map and Directions
Website: Visit Website

CRSEF Monthly Program for April
Thursday April 16th 2020

Thursday, 4/16/2020 - From 7-7:45 PM followed by a 15 minute, Q&A time

The Heavens Declare is a 12-part documentary showcasing compelling evidence for a universe created by God just a few thousand years ago. Experts in astronomy, astrophysics, and cosmology build their case for a biblical worldview.

Episode 3 is titled “The Starlight Travel Dilemma”
Main points include:
• How one's worldview shapes your ideas about the data?
• What are the two main worldviews and their implications?
• How the laws of nature are compelling proof for creation?
• Why using the Big Bang presents big challenges

Presenter: Bob Moak of CRSEF will field questions after the video
Location: North Central Public Library
Directions: Get Map and Directions
Website: Visit Website
CRSEF Monthly Program Schedule

CRSEF's monthly presentations are given at a public library or a local church on the third Thursday of each month. All presentations are planned to run from 7-7:45 PM followed by a 15 minute, or longer, Q&A time.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CRSEF Monthly Program for May</th>
<th>Thursday, May 21st 2020</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Thursday 5/21/2020 - From 7-7:45 PM followed by a 15 minute, Q&amp;A time</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Heavens Declare is a 12-part documentary showcasing compelling evidence for a universe created by God just a few thousand years ago. Experts in astronomy, astrophysics, and cosmology build their case for a biblical worldview.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Episode 4 – “Our Amazing Solar System”</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>This episode explores the amazing solar system we live in, designed by God in just a few days.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Our experts will explore:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• How our solar system looks designed by God</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• What makes each planet unique</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Why the Earth is so special among planets in our vast universe</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Evidence of our solar system being just thousands of years old</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DVD: 42 minutes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Presenter:</strong> Bob Moak of CRSEF will field questions after the video</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Location:</strong> North Central Public Library</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Directions:</strong> <a href="#">Get Map and Directions</a></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Website:</strong> <a href="#">Visit Website</a></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CRSEF Monthly Program for June</th>
<th>Thursday, June 18th 2020</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Thursday, 6/18/2020 - From 7-7:45 PM followed by a 15 minute, Q&amp;A time</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Heavens Declare is a 12-part documentary showcasing compelling evidence for a universe created by God just a few thousand years ago. Experts in astronomy, astrophysics, and cosmology build their case for a biblical worldview.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Episode 5 – “Our Incredible Sun”</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>This episode explores the incredible sun God created on the Fourth Day of Creation.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Our experts will explore:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• How our sun formed and its purpose in Creation</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• What makes our sun unique from other stars</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• The science of the sun, flares, sunspots, and fusion</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• The future of our sun</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Presenter:</strong> Bob Moak of CRSEF will field questions after the video</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Location:</strong> North Central Public Library</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Directions:</strong> <a href="#">Get Map and Directions</a></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Website:</strong> <a href="#">Visit Website</a></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
As the earth cracked the water would have seeped down into the cracks and came into contact with the magma that surrounds the center core of this earth, and thus, steam would have been formed, and caused explosions that could have blasted some part of a forest to be blown up and then come down on another part of a forest, thus trapping large amount of living materials to be covered and trapped. This would have included trees and all the wildlife that was living in these forests, that could not escape.

At the beginning of this worldwide Flood there was only one continent, usually referred to as Pangea or Pangaea, and we believe it was split during the worldwide Flood that occurred about 4,350 years ago. If you view the continents today, you can see that for the most part they fit together. Actually, they fit to the expanse of the fault lines in the ocean floors around the world. We believe that these splits occurred as part of the Flood and that the newly formed continents moved rapidly into the positions they occupy today on this world. We know the continents do still move as they are floating, but the movement today is very minimal. Old earthers believe the current rate of movement has been constant, and thus, it may have taken millions of years for them to move to their current location.

We believe that the geologic column was formed by this Flood and came onto being in just over one year. The Biblical account of the flood indicated it lasted for about 371 days. It did not take millions of years to form as old earthers believe. Most of the layers were formed from sediments created during the Flood, and the last two or three layers were formed during the runoff following the Flood. Because the volcanic action occurring during the Flood the ocean water were heated causing increased evaporation, which caused the poles to become covered with snow and ice, as the heated surface water evaporation caused heavy snow falls to accumulate at the poles. Therefore, this resulted in the ice age, estimated to occur about 700 years after the Flood. We believe there was only one ice age, and the ice accumulated in this relatively short time in earth history. Secular scientists think there were several ice ages, but they really do not have any identified mechanism that could have caused these ice ages.

The evidence of this Flood is in the huge layers laid down by water all over the earth. If there were a worldwide Flood, what would you expect to see? You would expect to see billions of dead things buried in rock layers laid down by water all over the earth. And what do we see, billions of dead things buried in rock layers laid down by water all over this earth. One of these layers has been named Tapeats sandstone, and it covers most of the North American continent. It seems obvious, at least to me, that such a huge layer could not have been laid down by a local flood. A local flood that caused disposition of a layer that covers most of the North American continent is not local!

Creation scientists believe that the geologic column was created by the Biblical Flood some 4,350 years ago. Evolutionary scientists believe this geologic column was laid down over millions of years by slow and gradual processes. The fossils found deposited in these layers do not indicate this slow and gradual process. Most of these layers contain fossils of both marine and land animals, which indicates catastrophic events, not slow processes.

(Continued on page 9)
The Worldwide Flood – Young Earth Perspective (Continued)

In the middle of the North American continent are found marine life and land life fossils in the same layers, which certainly must have required a catastrophic event to deposit them in this mixed environment! It seems important to note also that the complete geologic column is found only two places on this earth. It is on the picture shown in the evolutionary themed textbooks, and in the evolutionary museums around the world. No where on this earth is the complete geologic column found in one place. The runoff following the Flood would account in part for this variance.

The following four paragraphs were borrowed from the ICR website, to see the complete article “Grappling with Megasequences” https://www.icr.org/article/grappling-with-megasequences:

In the Flood model, variations in the sequence-bounding rock types make perfect sense. Flood geologists don’t expect the ocean to completely drain off the continent and drop to previous sea levels between each megasequence. The Bible says:
The waters prevailed and greatly increased on the earth, and the ark moved about on the surface of the waters. And the waters prevailed exceedingly on the earth, and all the high hills under the whole heaven were covered. (Genesis 7:18-19)

The actual rock layers confirm this exact series of events. The megasequences show that the floodwaters seemed to rise somewhat steadily across the continent. The waters may have dropped between megasequences but may not have drained completely off the land. The variations in observed rock types at different locations and sequence boundaries merely reflect the local conditions during the one continuous Flood event.

Although there are erosional boundaries between many megasequences, there is no evidence that millions of years have simply gone missing from the geologic record. The rocks were merely stacked one on top of another, sequence by sequence, as the Flood rose higher and higher. Secular geologists can’t get around the reality of catastrophic flooding, but rather than entertain a worldwide deluge, they insist that it was all a result of isolated local floods—yet this interpretation doesn’t fit the data. The rock columns found across the country are best explained in the context of the one-year Flood. And the rocks speak the truth.

So, what is the point of this article, you may be wondering. It is meant to bring attention to the evolutionary ideas that may lead you to accept it as a valid worldview that is based on slow and gradual processes that require millions of years to complete! This is not what you will find when you read the Bible! Therefore, if you accept such ideas as being possible and true, then you will not and cannot believe the Bible is really God’s Word! Many Christians have come to believe that the theory of evolution is true and must be accepted as a fact, as is being taught in all the government-controlled schools, and even in some Christian schools! There is no evidence that evolution occurred, or that it could occur! The transitional fossils, AKA missing links, are still “missing”!

(Continued on page 10)
The “Cambrian Explosion” indicates what appears to be a burst of life that, we believe, points in part to the Flood events! In the fossil record, there is a layer called the Cambrian. In this layer are fossils from forty major animal groups, seemingly from nowhere. Because this seems like an explosion of life, it is known as the “Cambrian explosion.”

But where did these lifeforms come from? The fossil layers in the layer below them are very different from Cambrian fossils. So, they can’t be their evolutionary ancestors.

Actually, the Bible explains the Cambrian explosion. As floodwaters rose during the global Flood, environments were buried one at a time, starting with the seafloor. These layers don’t represent different times in history; they are different environments buried as the Flood waters rose.

We all have the same evidence to review on this earth, and we will interpret what we see based on our worldview! If we believe the earth is 4.6 Billion years old, then we will view a dinosaur bone as having been buried at least 70 million years ago. If, however, we believe the geologic column was formed by the Biblical Flood, then a dinosaur bone is known to have been buried by Noah’s Flood about 4,350 years ago! This type of variation is true of everything we find in the fossil record. An amazing thing to report here is that if we have a fossil of known age, and we use the time dating methods used by old earthers, the result will always give ages of vast time, even though it was known to have been buried only a few years ago! If the prevailing time dating methods do not give the correct dates for fossils of a known age, why should anyone trust them for giving dates of the burial for things of unknown age!

Believe it, there was a worldwide Flood just like the Bible plainly tells us, and the evidence of it destroys all the evidences misused to indicate evolution ever occurred!
Michelangelo in this moment captured everything that makes human beings what they are. The picture shows the threshold of creation as Adam stretches to receive life and nourishment that will allow his physical form to survive. God reaches out to bestow upon His creation the spirit and the soul. Michelangelo created an image focused on the creation of Adam as physical and spiritual that could be remembered by every generation.

Today’s Adam in an Unbelieving World

Today, some six centuries later, Michelangelo’s masterpiece is still popular, and its significance is still held in high regard throughout the world. Prints can be purchased for as little as $12 for a 36” x 24” copy, while a framed canvas print 72” x 48” can cost as much as $944. There are too many reproductions sold each year to keep an accurate count.

As many as ten thousand visitors daily come to the Sistine Chapel to see this stunning work of art, and it is estimated that four million people visit the Chapel annually.

In the twenty-first century, however, many people, while admiring Michelangelo’s painting of the creation of Adam, regard it simply as inspirational expression or imagination of the artist’s time.

Even among contemporary Christian theologians who consider themselves evangelicals or conservatives, there is doubt about the historicity of Adam and disbelief that he was the first and only man, without a human predecessor. It is not surprising that the concept of the first person created by God would now be at the forefront of theological debate and even ridicule by those who challenge the personhood of Adam and the sacred Scripture from which we have the only recorded knowledge of the first human.

The Traditional, Biblical Adam

For the average reader of the English Bible, the story of Adam seems straightforward enough: “In the beginning God created the heavens and the earth.” The key that unlocks the Bible, origins, the human condition, and God Himself hangs right by the front door. Raymond Bohlin reminds us that “Genesis tells the story of the beginning of the universe, solar system, earth, man, sin, Israel, nations and salvation. An understanding of Genesis is crucial to our understanding of the rest of Scripture.”

It is no accident that God is the subject of the first sentence of the Bible, for He dominates the whole chapter and catches the eye at every point of the page. The word God appears 40 times in as many verses at the beginning of this book.

Genesis 1 focuses attention on this creative, hardworking God. God grabs our attention by His action. Genesis is an account of His deeds, ringing splendidly with the magnificent effort of creation!

(Continued on page 12)
“By the Word of the Lord the heavens were made, and by the breath of His mouth all their Host. . . . For He spoke, and it was done; He commanded, and it stood fast” (Psalm 33:6, 9).

The book of Genesis is the beginning of divine self-disclosure. God has not left humankind in a void concerning Himself. He has not withheld information and truth about His identity and character. The knowledge of God Himself is revealed first in the book of Genesis as the Creator of the universe and all that exists. God’s design in nature is conspicuous, discernable, and compelling. God is more than a person of interest. God is knowable and accessible. He is majestic. He is near. “For the Lord is good and his love endures forever; his faithfulness continues through all generations” (Psalm 100:5).

New Winds of Doubt

Even before the twenty-first century there was skepticism concerning the authorship and reliability of the Genesis record. There were extensive debates in the church on how to understand the early chapters of Genesis. The focus has normally been on the length of days in chapter 1, the age of the earth, and how to explain the sequence of the creative days in just one week.

But others, like Michael Kruger of the Reformed Theological Seminary, added a new dimension to the controversy: “In the midst of these debates, there lies a more core and foundational issue, namely, whether Adam was a real historical individual created directly by God, from which all human beings descend. Aside from the length of days, this is the issue on which much theological truth depends.”

The author of Genesis presents the book as a seamless historical account. There is no obvious shift from non-historical narrative to historical. Rather, we’re presented with a series of narrative sections, each introduced with some variant of the formula “These are the generations of ____.” The implication is that Adam and Eve were no less historical figures than Noah, Shem, Abraham, Ishmael, Isaac, Esau, and Jacob.

Don Stewart reminds us that “the Bible consistently teaches that Adam and Eve were actual people, and that their literal existence is essential to understanding the remainder of Scripture. Any attempt to allegorize them, or to make them representative of mankind, places many major biblical teachings at risk.”

The Bible reveals an unbroken strand of history from Adam in Genesis 2 to Abraham in Genesis 12. You can’t set Genesis 1–11 aside as prehistory, not in the sense of being less than historically true as we normally understand those terms. Moses deliberately connects Abraham with all the history that comes before him, all the way back to Adam and Eve in the garden.

Jesus, Paul, and Adam

Jesus affirmed Moses and his writings and testified to the historical existence of Adam:

*Have you not read in the book of Moses in the account of the bush how God said to him, “I am the God of Abraham, the God of Isaac, and the God of Jacob?”* (Mark 12:26)
If you believed Moses, you would believe Me; for he wrote of Me. But since you do not believe what he wrote, how are you going to believe what I say? (John 5:46-47)

Have you not read that He who made them from the beginning made them male and female? (Matthew 19:4)

The Apostle Paul further explained in his teachings the importance of the first Adam in connection with the last Adam, Jesus Christ, and the significance of these principles in the salvation of humankind:

So it is written, the first man, Adam, became a living soul. The last Adam became a life-giving spirit. (1 Corinthians 15:45)

Just as through one man sin entered the world, ... death reigned from Adam to Moses (Romans 5:12, 14)

For as in Adam all die, even so in Christ all shall be made alive. (1 Corinthians 15:21–22)

For Adam was formed first, then Eve. And Adam was not deceived, but the woman being deceived, fell into transgression. (1 Timothy 2:13–14)

Theologians Kenneth Keathely and Mark Rooker summarize the historical nature of Adam and that it is thoroughly grounded in Scripture:

We believe the historicity of Adam and Eve is so important that the matter should serve as a litmus test when evaluating the attempts to integrate a proper understanding of Genesis 1–3 with the latest findings of science. It must be realized that any position which denies that a real fall was experienced by real people will have adverse effects on other significant biblical doctrines. ... We should recognize the consequences of trying to alter doctrines that have solid scriptural footing.

In their search for the historical and biblical Adam, many have lost their way. Some never had a good starting point to begin with. There was doubt from the beginning whether the God of the Bible could pull this whole thing off—the creation of the universe, the earth with all of its wonders and orderliness, and man himself. Some started out with a good foothold and sense of direction but were pulled off course by their eagerness to uncritically accept the most recent pronouncements of science. Some Christians have yielded to an a priori belief system, favoring humanistic and evolutionary teachings over Scripture and believing creation scientists who have a Christian worldview.

Stay tuned, as the article for the next World By Design newsletter entitled, “The Background and Attempts for Removing the Biblical Adam Part 2 of 3.”
Across

4 Large amounts of dead trees and animals are needed to form _ _ _ _ and oil deposits.

6 The retreating and draining Flood waters would have laid down huge layers that would span many different continents. One of these layers named _ _ _ _ _ _ _ sandstone covers most of North American

7 Michelangelo worked on the _ _ _ _ _ _ _ of the Sistine Chapel from 1508 to 1512.

9 Michelangelo created an image focused on the creation of Adam as physical and spiritual that could be remembered by every _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ .

10 Because of the worldwide Flood huge _ _ _ _ _ _ _ were laid down all over the earth

Down

1 Before the worldwide Flood there was one _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ called Pangea or Pangaea.

2 The worldwide Flood of Noah's day was NOT a _ _ _ _ _ flood

3 The _ _ _ _ _ reveals an unbroken strand of history from Adam in Genesis 2 to Abraham in Genesis 12.

5 We believe that the _ _ _ _ _ _ _ column was formed by this Flood and came onto being in just over one year.

8 Billions of dead things buried in rock layers laid down by water all over the earth is what we find, we call these things _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ .
Would You Please Help The Ministry Of The Creation Research Science Education Foundation, Inc.

DONATION FORM for 2020:
Yes, I want To help CRSEF promote the foundational message of biblical and scientific creationism.

Suggested Donation: to CRSEF, so we can sponsor events and give away creation related materials, as CRSEF determines!

☐ $15  ☐ $20  ☐ $25  ☐ $50  ☐ I would like donate $___________ at this time.

☐ I would like to donate $___________ to CRSEF on a regular basis (Weekly, Monthly, Quarterly, or Semi-annually)! Please circle the frequency of your pledged donations. My first installment is enclosed.

For donations of $25 or more, or for any pledge of making regular donations to CRSEF, we will send you a CRSEF Creation Perpetual Calendar.

Be sure to record your name and address on the bottom of this form.

Mail To: CRSEF, PO Box 40226, Cincinnati, OH 45240-0226
Please make checks payable to CRSEF.

It is the policy of the Internal Revenue Service that all donations to a tax-exempt organization are the sole property of that organization. However, it is the policy of Creation Research Science Education Foundation, Inc. to apply all donations given toward a specific program to that program. In the event, we receive more - or less - contributions than can wisely be used toward the specified program, CRSEF will use those funds to meet other pressing needs that support the vision of CRSEF. CRSEF is a 501(c) (3) non-profit organization and gifts are tax deductible to the fullest extent allowed by law.

Please enter your contact information, so CRSEF can contact you, if needed. This information will NOT be shared with any other organization or individual. It will only be used by CRSEF to share important information with you, as you have indicated to CRSEF!

Name: ______________________________ Email: ______________________________

Phone: (_____) ______________________

Address: ____________________________________________________________

City: ______________________________ State: ________ Zip Code: _________-_____

To pay with PayPal or a credit card, you may visit the World By Design Website at.
http://www.worldbydesign.org/donate/newdonate.asp